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QUESTION 1

Once the route pattern has been designated for ARS, what is the next step? 

A. Choose the AAR 

B. Choose the FAC 

C. Choose the network 

D. Choose the trunk group 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The monitor and display capacity commands can be sued to get a real-time status of the system using Avaya Site
Administration (ASA). Which command and tool should you use to view the current load for a specific trunk group? 

A. monitor load command using terminal emulation 

B. monitor traffic command using terminal emulation 

C. monitor traffic command using GEDI 

D. display capacity using GEDI or terminal emulation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Although not exactly the same, a bridged call appearance and a team button can perform some of the same functions. 

Which statement correctly contrasts the team button and bridged call appearance? 

A. The team button does not allow conferencing to an active call or speed dial to the monitored station. 

B. The team button allows conferencing to an active call and making outgoing calls for the monitored station. 

C. The bridged call appearance does not allow conferencing to an active call or speed dial to the mirrored station. 

D. The bridged call appearance allows conferencing to an active call and making outgoing calls for the mirrored station. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

There are two GUI-based access tools available: Avaya site administration (ASA) and system management interface
(SMI). Which statement correctly differentiates between ASA and SMI? 
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A. Both SMI and ASA can perform the same administration tasks but ASA is being replaced by SMI. 

B. Both SMI and ASA can perform the same administration tasks but SMI is for technicians and ASA is for customers. 

C. SMI provides access to less frequent administration, installation and upgrade functions, while ASA provides access
to day-to-day administration functions. 

D. Old hardware and software (Pre ?5.x) is administered using SMI, while current hardware and software (5.x and later)
is administered using ASA. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Communication Manager and system Platform each have their own backup function and each back up different data.
For system Platform based systems, both backups need to be done routinely. 

What is a difference between the backup function for System Platform and Communication Manager? 

A. Only the Communication Manager backup can encrypt the file. 

B. Only the Communication Manager backup can be scheduled. 

C. Only the System Platform backup can use secure copy Protocols (SCP). 

D. Only the System Platform backup can use secure file transfer protocol (SFTP). 

Correct Answer: A 

https://downloads.avaya.com/elmodocs2/IA770/R5_1/IA770_R5_1/DocCD/a_sysad_br_ub. htm 
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